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Abstract

The vast majority of a bacterial population is killed within a time scale comparable to their generation time when
treated with a lethal concentration of antibiotics. However, a small subpopulation typically survives for an extended
period. To investigate the long-term killing dynamics of bacterial cells we constructed a week-long killing assay and
followed the survival fraction of an E. coli K12 strain exposed to a high concentration of ciprofloxacin. We found that
long-term survivors were formed during exponential growth in both a wildtype and a relA deletion strain, with some
cells surviving at least 7 days. The killing dynamics showed at least three time-scales, in contrast to the commonly
assumed biphasic killing. Furthermore, we observed a surprisingly long memory effect of a brief starvation pulse,
which was dependent on relA. Specifically, one hour of carbon starvation increased the surviving fraction by nearly
100-fold even after 4 days of antibiotics exposure.
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1. Introduction1

Bacterial populations are quickly decimated during2

a typical antibiotics assault. Within a few generation3

times, the far majority of cells will be dead. However,4

it is typically recommended to use extended durations5

of treatment, ranging from several days to months, pro-6

longing the exposure time of bacterial pathogens to the7

antibiotic [1]. The WHO is now considering the benefits8

of shortening the duration of antibiotics administration9

while still keeping the treatment effective, due to con-10

cerns of increasing antibiotic resistance occurring as a11

consequence of increased exposure [1]. To find the op-12

timal treatment duration, one needs to understand the13

killing dynamics of bacteria when exposed to antibi-14

otics, especially the bacterial cells surviving for longer15

times. The long-term survivors are typically referred to16

as persister cells, a subgroup of cells that survive antibi-17

otics for an extended period compared to the average18

of the population, but have not acquired mutations that19

make them resistant to the antibiotic [2, 3]. Most re-20

search on persister cells is done within the well-defined21

conditions of the laboratory, but despite these strongly22

simplified conditions, and more than seventy years of23
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research, laboratory persisters are still far from under-24

stood [4, 5].25

One pending question is whether persisters form26

spontaneously during the exponential growth phase. It27

was repeatedly shown that stress-triggered persisters are28

formed in high numbers during the stationary phase,29

but research on spontaneous persister formation during30

the exponential phase is sparse [4]. The research has31

mostly been confounded by a lack of careful attention32

to the presence of stationary phase cells carried over33

from the starter cultures, which artificially elevated the34

persister fraction of exponential cultures [5, 6, 4]. One35

carefully executed study showed that no E. coli persis-36

ter cells were formed during fast exponential growth in37

rich medium [7], whereas other studies merely showed38

reduced levels during exponential growth [5]. A benefit39

of analysing the exponential growth phase is the well-40

defined physiology of this state [8, 9]. This makes it41

possible to vary the growth physiology in a controlled42

manner, especially by varying the growth rate through43

culturing bacteria in media of different nutrient quality.44

It was previously shown that the bacterial growth rate45

strongly correlates with the death rate during the initial46

period of killing with beta-lactams [10, 11, 12]. This47

poses the additional questions of how the growth rate48

at the time of antibiotics exposure affects the short- and49

long-term killing dynamics.50
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The current standard for persister identification at the51

population level is a biphasic killing curve, where two52

time-scales are identified in the time-kill curves [4].53

Persisters are identified as a subpopulation with a sec-54

ond, slower killing rate than the rapid death rate of the55

primary population. If only two time-scales are present56

in the killing dynamics, the population survival time can57

be extrapolated from the second slow killing rate. In58

fact, one study mentions a tail heavier than the biphasic59

model, but discards these long-term survivors as con-60

tamination in the persister assay [13], whereas another61

study identifies a powerlaw tail in the short-term killing62

dynamics [14]. However, there is not much research63

on the long-term survival of the antibiotics-tolerant sub-64

population. Despite the recommendations for week-65

long treatments by the WHO [1], most in vitro lab re-66

search on persisters is carried out for approximately67

three to five hours [15, 7, 5], though some studies in-68

crease the exposure time to 24–50 hours [2, 16, 17, 3].69

The investigation of long-term survival beyond the typ-70

ical five-hour persister assay might reveal new insights71

into bacterial killing dynamics.72

Lastly, the molecular mechanism(s) of persister for-73

mation is still unknown [18, 12]. Many intracellular74

components have been proposed [19, 15, 20, 21, 22,75

23], but so far no single mechanism convincingly ex-76

plains persister formation. In fact, bacterial persistence77

presents as a very complex and diverse problem, where78

the survival fraction could be composed of different sub-79

populations. It is known that stationary phase cultures80

contain a greater persister fraction than exponentially81

growing cultures [5] and that the stationary phase is typ-82

ically associated with starvation stress, despite the mul-83

titude of different physiological states it might refer to84

[24]. Furthermore, the second messenger (p)ppGpp that85

accumulates during starvation responses was frequently86

shown to correlate positively with persistence formation87

[17, 25, 5, 21].88

The present study investigates persisters in the bal-89

anced exponential growth phase. It deals with whether90

E. coli forms spontaneous persisters in the exponential91

phase, their dependence on the growth rate, how long92

they survive and how their formation relates to the sec-93

ondary messenger (p)ppGpp. We followed the long-94

term survival of an E. coli strain exposed to a lethal con-95

centration of ciprofloxacin for one week. The growth96

rate of the E. coli strain was modified in two different97

ways. First of all, a knockout strain was constructed in98

the wildtype background, removing the gene relA and,99

thus, introducing a (p)ppGpp synthesis deficiency. Sec-100

ondly, the growth medium was varied by growing the101

two strains with one of two different carbon sources,102

Figure 1: Killing dynamics of exponential phase E. coli persisters. (A)
Killing dynamics for exponential phase persisters. The bacteria were
grown in glucose minimal medium. All three biological replicates
are shown for each datapoint. The black line is the geometrical mean.
The grey dash-dotted line is a biphasic fit to the initial phase of killing,
and the lightgrey dotted line shows the largest exponential slope from
the biphasic fit. The blue line shows a triphasic fit to the first four
days of killing. (B) Survival fraction after two hours of ciprofloxacin
treatment compared to the growth rate prior to antibiotics treatment.

leading to different growth rates. Lastly, we compared103

these killing dynamics with and without a carbon source104

downshift prior to the killing assay. This starvation105

pulse had a considerable influence on the persister for-106

mation and had a very long memory effect in the sur-107

vival with at least four days of significantly enhanced108

persister levels.109

2. Results110

Long-term persister assay of exponentially growing111

cells112

To investigate whether long-term persister cells form113

during exponential growth in glucose minimal medium,114
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we treated balanced cultures of E. coli K-12 with115

ciprofloxacin and monitored the killing dynamics for116

one week of antibiotics treatment. Balanced growth was117

obtained by culturing the cells for more than twenty118

doublings in the target medium at 37 ◦C, keeping the119

cell density of the culture below an OD436 of 0.3 by re-120

peated back-dilutions. Cultures were then treated for a121

week with 10 µg/mL ciprofloxacin and their killing dy-122

namics were monitored by repeated platings of culture123

aliquots on antibiotics-free growth medium (See meth-124

ods for detail).125

Week-long survival of E. coli persisters were formed126

during exponential balanced growth in glucose mini-127

mal medium, as seen in Fig. 1A. There was a fast ini-128

tial killing, with a slower killing rate already after two129

hours, as seen in the inset in Fig. 1A. The second phase130

of killing seemingly extended from two to seven hours131

of killing. Indeed, a biphasic curve (two exponentials)132

can reasonably fit the first 7 hours data as shown as a133

grey line (Fig. 1A inset). However, for longer times,134

this fit significantly underestimates the survival time of135

the bacterial population (Fig. 1A). In other words, there136

is a ”third phase” of slow killing, extending from seven137

hours to four days of killing. Lastly, from day five to day138

seven, the cells were killed at a very slow rate, however,139

this part of the data is less reliable due to small numbers140

of surviving colonies.141

To identify the various phases in a quantitative man-142

ner, the data was fitted with a sum of exponentials,143

and the appropriate number of exponentials was cho-144

sen with a χ2 test (see SI Appendix section 2). The test145

rejects a double exponential as a good fit, but accepts146

the hypothesis of a triple exponential. The long-term147

killing dynamics thus had more than two time-scales,148

in fact, the third scale was much more dominant in the149

killing dynamics by representing several days of sur-150

vival, whereas the first two phases were over in less than151

ten hours.152

The exponential phase growth rate determines many153

aspects of bacterial physiology, including the macro-154

molecular composition [8, 26]. The growth rate at the155

time of antibiotics exposure has previously been linked156

to short-term survival of antibiotics [10, 11], and could157

also affect long-term survival. For that reason, the long-158

term killing assay was repeated with glycerol as the car-159

bon source, which strongly affected the wildtype growth160

rate. In glucose minimal medium, the wildtype dou-161

bling time was 50±1.4 min, while it was 106±3.0 min162

in glycerol minimal medium. This difference had an im-163

pact on the initial phase of killing for up to seven hours,164

as shown in the Fig. 2A inset. However, long-term sur-165

vival was not significantly affected by the growth rate.166

Figure 2: Killing dynamics in different medium with and without
the relA gene. Each line represents three biological replicates. (A)
The wildtype killing dynamics in either glycerol or glucose minimal
medium. (B) The ∆relA killing dynamics in either glycerol or glucose
minimal medium. (C) Killing dynamics in glucose minimal medium
for comparison between the wildtype and the ∆relA strain. The ∆relA
mutant had more survivors than the wildtype from day 4 and later, but
there was no statistically significant difference at any of the timepoints
(SI Appendix section 2). (D) Killing dynamics in glycerol minimal
medium for comparison between the wildtype and the ∆relA strain.

In fact, in two of the three biological replicates concern-167

ing wildtype survival in glycerol, almost no survivors168

were observed after 3 days of killing (see SI Appendix169

section 1). However, more cells survive in glycerol than170

in glucose for up to two days, as seen in Fig. 2A. The171

wildtype killing dynamics in glycerol had more than172

two time scales, with a best fit of four separate phases173

of killing (SI Appendix section 2).174

Deletion of relA affects the killing dynamics175

In glycerol minimal medium, the steady state176

(p)ppGpp level of the wildtype strain is higher than in177

glucose minimal medium [27]. Because the (p)ppGpp178

level has been frequently associated with persister for-179

mation, we next aimed at investigating the effect of the180

(p)ppGpp level on long-term survival. E. coli encodes181

the primary (p)ppGpp synthetase RelA and the sec-182

ondary (p)ppGpp synthetase SpoT, the latter of which183

is bifunctional as a (p)ppGpp hydrolase. The nutrient-184

dependent steady-state growth rates are inversely re-185

lated to the concentrations of (p)ppGpp, both for relA+
186
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an relA− strains [27], and in many media, the (p)ppGpp187

level of relA+/relA− strain pairs are indistinguishable.188

However, in low energy carbon sources like glycerol189

or acetate, SpoT produces insufficient (p)ppGpp to sup-190

press the growth rate when RelA is missing, leading to191

an enhanced growth rate of the RelA mutant strain rela-192

tive to the wildtype [27]. We constructed a ∆relA mutant193

to clarify the role of (p)ppGpp in the killing dynamics.194

As expected, the difference between the growth rate195

in glucose and in glycerol minimal medium was smaller196

for the ∆relA strain, with a doubling time of 47±1.5 min197

in glucose minimal medium and 74±1.6 min in glycerol198

minimal medium. The short term survival under antibi-199

otics exposure was also correlated with the growth rate200

in the ∆relA strain (Fig. 1B inset), and in glucose this201

strain had initial killing dynamics similar to the wild-202

type (Fig. 2C inset).203

The ∆relA mutant also formed long-term survivors in204

both glucose and glycerol minimal medium with more205

than two phases of killing (Fig. 2B, see SI Appendix206

section 2 for statistical analysis). In glucose, the early207

time killing dynamics of the ∆relA mutant were very208

similar to that of the wildtype (Fig. 2C), while in glyc-209

erol, there was a significant difference in the initial210

phase of killing between the wildtype and the ∆relA mu-211

tant up to one day (Fig. 2D, see SI Appendix section 2).212

Interestingly, the long-term survival of the ∆relA mutant213

at later times was comparable to that of the wildtype214

strain in both media.215

Short downshift prior to the antibiotic application af-216

fects the long-term persistence of wildtype cells in glu-217

cose minimal medium218

The killing dynamics dependence on both the relA219

gene and the carbon source indicates that the level of220

the second messenger (p)ppGpp plays a role in persis-221

tence formation in balanced growth. We then wondered222

if a short pulse of starvation, which is expected to give a223

short spike in the (p)ppGpp level in the wildtype strain,224

but not in a RelA strain [28], could affect the killing225

curve. The idea was to investigate whether a short per-226

turbation to the exponentially growing cells prior to the227

killing assay, could have a long-lasting effect on the228

killing dynamics.229

Cultures in balanced growth were filtered into growth230

medium without a carbon source and starved for 1 hour,231

before the carbon source was replenished. Antibiotics232

were added simultaneously with the carbon source re-233

plenishment (Fig. 3, see methods for details.). Remark-234

ably, the short nutrient downshift prior to the addition235

of antibiotics had long-term effects on the killing dy-236

namics. This was especially true for the wildtype strain237

grown in glucose minimal medium, where there was a238

significant difference between the starved and the un-239

starved cultures for up to four days, as seen in Fig. 4A.240

The difference was abolished by removing relA, as seen241

in Fig. 4B; the ∆relA strain only exhibited increased sur-242

vival for the first six hours following a downshift. As243

such, the long-term memory of the starvation pulse is244

seemingly a relA-dependent effect. However, the ∆relA245

strain generally had more long-term survivors than the246

wildtype and the downshift brought the wildtype sur-247

vival fraction to a level similar to the ∆relA strain. The248

long-term effects of a downshift are absent in glycerol249

minimal medium, which is seen in Fig. 4CD.250

3. Discussion251

We expanded the understanding of bacterial killing252

dynamics with a new long-term persister assay. The253

use of minimal medium facilitated the formation of254

long-term persisters during exponential growth. This255

is opposed to the commonly held belief that exponen-256

tial phase cultures do not contain persisters, which was257

concluded based on growth and killing in rich medium258

[7]. Spontaneous persisters do form during the expo-259

nential growth phase, both in glucose and glycerol mini-260

mal medium, and in some cases they survive at least one261

week. This long-term survival does not require relA, al-262

though the residual (p)ppGpp synthesized by SpoT is263

likely necessary. In fact, there is an increase in long-264

term survival of the ∆relA mutant in glucose.265

We have shown that a one-hour starvation pulse prior266

to the addition of the antibiotic affects long-term sur-267

vival. This finding is consistent with a previous study of268

a temporal nitrogen downshift prior to antibiotics treat-269

ment, which was shown to elevate the persister level at270

24 hours in a relA dependent manner [29]. Our study271

demonstrated that the memory can be remarkably long-272

lasting, as one-hour carbon starvation gave an increase273

in survival for at least 4 days in the wildtype strain274

grown in glucose medium. The molecular mechanism275

underlying this long-term memory is yet to be inves-276

tigated, but in all likelihood it is linked to the abrupt277

RelA-mediated rise in (p)ppGpp upon starvation, since278

the starvation-pulse effect on long-term survival was279

abolished in the ∆relA mutant. In further support of this280

hypothesis, there was no long-term effect when glyc-281

erol was used as the carbon source, which could be due282

to the high basal level of (p)ppGpp in glycerol relative283

to glucose minimal medium [8]. The sensitivity of the284

survival fraction to the rather short perturbation may be285

related to the theoretical prediction that a small pertur-286

bation can have a major impact on the occurrence of287
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Figure 3: The experimental setup for the long-term persistence assay. Cells were in balanced exponential growth prior to the killing assay. A part
of the culture is filtered and then resuspended in medium w/o the carbon source. They are growing (or not growing) like this for one hour. The
first sample is taken and instantaneously the carbon source is added to the flask without the carbon source, and at the same time the ciprofloxacin.
Then, samples were taken at 2,4,6/7, 21+24·n hours after the antibiotic addition for n ∈ [0; 6]. The samples were washed and plated on agar plates
containing the target medium.

Figure 4: The effect of a short starvation-pulse on the survival dy-
namics. All strains and conditions are shown with and without the
downshift. The black line is with the downshift, the colored line is
without the downshift. The magenta dots represent statistically differ-
ent datapoints as tested by an unequal variances t-test. The cyan inter-
val illustrates the downshift period prior to the killing assay. (A) The
wildtype in glucose. A downshift in glucose significantly enhances
wildtype survival for four days and seems to be increased for up to all
seven days. (B) The ∆relA mutant in glucose. (C) The wildtype in
glycerol. (D) The ∆relA mutant in glycerol.

rare discrete expression patterns [30]. This observation288

also alerts us that small perturbations in the experimen-289

tal procedure may strongly affect the result of persister290

assays.291

This study shows that the long-term killing of E. coli292

in ciprofloxacin is not adequately described by biphasic293

dynamics. At least three phases of killing were present294

in the data. Thus, despite the emphasis on a biphasic295

behaviour to define persistence [4], we propose a third,296

or even fourth, phase of killing that may even be more297

clinically relevant. The presence of additional phases298

also means that the population survival time will be un-299

derestimated by predictions from the biphasic killing as-300

sumption. Indeed, it is not sufficient to measure killing301

dynamics for only five hours and then extrapolate the302

population survival time from there. The presence of303

several phases in the killing dynamics begs the question304

if a more extended concept should replace the simplified305

concept of bacterial persistence.306

The population growth rate had a small effect on per-307

sistence formation, where only the initial killing rates308

were correlated with growth differences. In shorter per-309

sister assays, a difference in growth rate, such as be-310

tween different mutants, might strongly confound re-311

sults when analyzing persistence fractions. These dif-312

ferences seem smaller and less relevant in later phases313

of killing.314
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This investigation of long-term killing dynamics has315

added to the concept of bacterial persistence as a com-316

plex phenomenon. During long-term antibiotics treat-317

ment, different mechanisms could account for bacterial318

survival on different timescales (an hour, a day, a week),319

although the (p)ppGpp level at the time of initial expo-320

sure to the antibiotic seems to be important in all cases.321

As such, persistence seems to be a time-dependent phe-322

nomenon, where different survival mechanisms account323

for different bacterial life spans.324

4. Methods and Materials325

Long-term killing assay326

A single colony from a plate was incubated overnight327

in the target medium (MOPS minimal medium with ei-328

ther glucose or glycerol as the carbon source [31]. See329

the SI Appendix section 1 for the recipe). The overnight330

culture was diluted 1 : 107 in 10 mL target medium in331

a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask. The flask was continuously332

shaken at 160 RPM in a 37◦C room. Hours later, the333

culture was diluted further, at least 1 : 102, reaching a334

dilution of at least 1 : 109. Once the OD436 reached335

a detectable level, at least 5 samples were measured336

at different timepoints to establish a growth rate. The337

OD436 was consistently kept below 0.3. A part of the338

culture, typically around 20 mL, was filtered, and the339

cells on the filter were resuspended in 40 mL of the tar-340

get medium (w/o carbon source) in a 300 mL Erlen-341

meyer flask. The medium volume never exceeded 14342

percent of the flask volume. The starvation was veri-343

fied by measuring OD436, to confirm either increase in344

biomass (control) or no growth (starving culture). See345

the SI Appendix section 1 for confirmation of the down-346

shift. After one hour of starvation, a sample was taken347

immediately before ciprofloxacin was added along with348

the carbon source, that was replenished to end the down-349

shift. Samples were taken at times 2,4,6/7, 21+24·n350

hours for n ∈ [0; 6]. The samples were put on ice351

for a few minutes and then centrifuged for ten min-352

utes at 4◦C at 10,000g. The supernatant was removed353

and the cell pellet was resuspended in room tempera-354

ture MOPS buffer with no supplements. The sample355

was diluted appropriately, never more than 1 : 100 per356

step, corresponding to 10 µL in 990 µL. The sample357

was plated with 200 µL per plate on minimal medium358

plates containing the target medium. The plates were359

kept at 37◦C for at least one week and all colonies were360

counted. The whole experiment is illustrated in figure 3.361

The strain MAS1081 (MG1655 rph+ gatC+ glpR+) was362

used as the wildtype [32]. The ∆relA, MAS1191, is363

MAS1081 made ∆relA251 :: Kan by P1 transduction364

from CF1651 [33] followed by selection on kanamycin.365

Controls366

After each finished experiment (7 days), 200 µL of367

culture, still containing antibiotics, was spread on a368

plate with the target medium. This was left at 37◦C for369

at least 7 days, to detect if there was a growing resistant370

culture in the flask. In addition, the activity of the an-371

tibiotics in the culture was tested by dropping 20 µL on372

a lawn of growing E. coli.373

Analysis of time-scales in the killing dynamics374

Time-scales in the killing dynamics were statistically375

identified by fitting a sum of exponential functions to376

the data. The model with the least number of param-377

eters, that could not significantly be rejected, was then378

chosen [34]. The functional form of the models was a379

sum of exponential functions. The number of exponen-380

tial functions in the sum corresponded to the number of381

time-scales. A biphasic killing curve would for exam-382

ple be well fitted by the sum of two exponentials. The383

χ2-test for goodness of fit is used for identifying the ap-384

propriate model using the Minuit minimization software385

[35, 36] (see the SI Appendix section 2 for specifics of386

the analysis).387

Statistical analysis388

All killing curves are based on three biological repli-389

cates. The mean is determined as the mean of the log-390

arithmic values, which corresponds to the geometric391

mean. This is done to get a more adequate mean-value392

representation in log-space. The uncertainties are also393

calculated as the standard deviations of the log trans-394

formed values. Whenever a datapoint had the value395

zero, which happened frequently, that value was re-396

placed with the detection limit, to get a sensible value397

in log-space. An unequal variance t-test was used to de-398

termine significant differences between two datapoints399

at the same timepoint.400
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